Cancer treatment is becoming more complex and has a potential need of having physicians of various specialties participating in the treatment planning. In general, as a consequence of a confirmation of cancer diagnosis, patients are sent to specialists who examine them generally and perform diagnostic procedures in order to stage the disease and define accurate steps of treatment. These steps involve different oncologic medical specialists such as surgeons, radiation and clinical oncologists, apart from other supporting teams. This multidisciplinary management performed sequentially it's a time consuming approach that can create anxiety in patients and family members, factors that cannot be overlooked. In many situations of cancer treatment, patients can consider different management options, in which more time is spent when attending different clinics. In fact, usually more than one specialty involved in the treatment will be necessary to take the final decision about the treatment scheme. To reduce the time gap between diagnosis and starting of treatment, the introduction of Tumor Boards (TBs) through multidisciplinary clinics or meetings, which are formal with the presence of key specialists to discuss the diagnosis and management of cancer patients, can be a helpful tool [1] . By definition, the TBs tend to be held on weekly, regularly basis. Besides its educational functions, the attendance of radiation oncologists, medical oncologists, oncologic surgeons, radiologists, pathologists, and other specialists, depending on the type and origin of cancer, gives a unique chance to review each and every case individually [2] . Furthermore, the advent of the Internet has led to an increased number of patients with better knowledge and higher cancer awareness who seek a multidisciplinary clinic for second opinion. It is important to note that TBs are not designed to be a form of second opinion but in most cases, they are used for this purpose, especially because expert's opinions are based on case exams and literature reviews to present an evidence-based recommendation.
There are few studies that investigated TBs recommendations and their impact on the oncologic outcomes. One survey of Oregon hospitals found that TBs recommendations were generally implemented into patient care, and played a strategic role in the treatment planning for cancer patients [3] . Another single-institutional study of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, published in 2008, evaluated the impact of multidisciplinary clinic on the pre-management of pancreatic cancer. They found that changes in therapeutic recommendations occurred in up to 25% of the patients [4] . Another study from the University of Michigan Comprehensive Cancer Center, in which Ann Arbor is reviewing records of patients referred to a multidisciplinary breast cancer clinic over a 1-year period. The author concluded that changes in management stemmed from differences in mammographic and pathologic interpretation, plus the evaluation by medical, radiation oncologists, and surgical breast specialists. It was also discovered that the meetings changed surgical recommendations for more than 50% of patients with breast cancer [5] . Kesson et al. evaluated the effect of multidisciplinary care on survival of 13,722 women treated for breast cancer at NHS hospitals in western Scotland, UK, observing that the introduction of TBs in clinical practice was associated with improved survival and reduced variation in survival among hospitals [6] .
On the other hand, a review including 18 original studies comparing the introduction of a TB and its relation to patient survival showed that 12 of these studies reported statistically significant association between presence of TBs and patient survival, but the final conclusion was that due to methodological limitations, the review was unable to assert a causal relationship between TBs and patient survival [7] . Another study of Veterans Affairs Medical Centers found no associations between TBs and either patient survival or process measures [8] .
The ASCO (American Society of Clinical Oncology) in the 2014 ASCO Educational Book described two versions of tumor boards: one, where all cases are discussed briefly and another, where only specific and complex cases are discussed in depth. This publication also suggests variants of TBs organized at selected cancer centers, where basic molecular and microarray translational research are applied in the so-called 'molecular tumor boards'. The ASCO publication also emphasized that patients with more complex needs that are referred to oncologic centers should have the chance to enter oncological clinical trials in order to strengthen oncology care even more [9] .
In conclusion, the introduction of TBs, despite no definitive assumption of its impact on survival, could improve the time spent on cancer staging and treatment planning, limiting the number of clinics to be attended by patients. In resource limiting or continental dimension countries, where there is a lack of cancer centers and specialized facilities, the time and resources consumption savings could influence founds saving of public and private health systems. This could result in increasing number of reference centers for cancer treatment.
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